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PONDERINGS DEP’T
Wow, the plethora of contests, flying events,
entrants…where does one begin. Plus, the
advancements in technology for the club; the web
site, we now accept credit cards, plus the yahoo
group (if anyone hasn’t signed up…shame!).
For months there was nothing, and then
everything. The RMC’s are coming and it
appears to be a big one. The price of gas is a
hindrance no doubt…it takes a big bite out of any
discretionary money one has to attend contests.
I need to update the pic of me at the top…now
there is no tie, suit coat, or other trappings of
work, but I keep saying that. The computer is still
there, so are the books and the photo of the
family. Time moves on.

“Ma …
Lessee…the RMC’s are coming up. I decided to
fly “gas” this time. Is the still up and runnin’ or is
there plenty in the shed??

SUPPORT A2Z !!!

Thermals!, or heat from the lights, or whatever…
Rick

NEAR TERM EVENTS:
“The MAX-OUT” newsletter is printed about the
second or third (?) week of the month.
Submissions should be not later than the end of
the prior month.
TO JOIN THE CLUB OR SUBSCRIBE
• Full membership is offered to any current
AMA member:
$40
• SAM-1 Crossover membership:
$20
• Newsletter Subscription Only:
$15
• Send $ to:
Chuck Etherington
33946 Goldfinch Dr.
Elizabeth, CO 80107-7419

MMM Club Officers and Contact List
President:
Marc Sisk

719-433-2115

Vice President:
Dave Wineland

303-499-8566

Every Third Tuesday at 7:00
PM, Dinner at the Castle
Cafe in Castle Rock.

Wings Over the
Rockies Indoor

Various Sundays of every
month from 1-5pm. Admission
$. A good clean site, 24'
height

7711 E. Academy
Blvd. in the former
Lowry AFB Denver

NOTE: !!!!
Going to the field Monday-Friday!
Don’t forget to call the Corps of
Engineers trailer on Quincy Rd,
The number is (303) 690-3816
Motorcycle Use on the Field Policy:

Vice President At Large:
Jerry Murphy

MMM MTG!

•

Follow the roads wherever possible
and not to follow the planes
cross-country. If the plane lands
within walking distance of the road,
park the bike and retrieve the plane
on foot. If not, take the shortest
path possible to the plane in order
to retrieve it.

•

Avoid riding through noxious
weeds.

719-685-3766

Treasurer:
Chuck Etherington

303-646-3705

PR & Indoor Coordinator:
Don DeLoach

719-578-1197

Website Coordinator:
Rick Pangell

303-798-2188

Club Records Monitor:
Dave Wineland

303-499-8566

Flying Site Oversight:
Pete McQuade

719-522-1239

Newsletter & Other Stuff:
Rick Pangell

303-798-2188

Flying Field Weather Line: 303-766-0020

Free Advertisement:

Support A2Z Corp

https://www.a2zcorp.us/store/

PRESIDENT’S PONDERINGS
Marc Sisk

weather, but also the best club in the world in
action. Thanks to everyone for all the work.
Chuck
SPECIAL THANKS !! to A2Z Corp.

MMM Team:
I just wanted to thank you all for the
outstanding support that you provided to the
WESTFAC III contest that concluded last
night. Your dedicated efforts provided a first
class experience for the contestants. MMM
was everywhere; set up, judges, scorekeepers,
timers, mechanics, mass launch directors and
contestants. A special thanks to Don and
Chuck for their contributions at WESTFAC,
and their continued tireless devotion to this
club.
Take Care
Marc
Thanks Marc,
Don was the driving force and chief
coordinator for the MMM contest support.
He did much of the contest planning/prep
work, was active in contest management
(along with flying and winning the Grand
Champion “Midkiff” Cup), and post-contest
score reporting. For me personally his
greatest contribution was to help guide me
through all the nuances of an FAC contest.
Thanks for being patient with me Don.
A lot of out-of-state FAC flyers and spouses
got to see not only a great field and great

Thanks to A2Z corporation for their support
of the WESTFAC III. They hosted an open
house at their model airplane factory in
Englewood for the contestants with
refreshments and munchies! They offered
special sales for prospective entrants
throughout the months before the contest. It
was well attended an I heard many comments
as to how good it was to have a cottage
industry supploier like A2Z to carry items
which benefit the hoby.
Tim and company have been especially
supportive to FF and the hobby in general.
Please support them too!
www.a2zcorp.us/store/

News Note: MMM Now accepts
"PAYPAL" for Dues, Contest Entry Fees,
Etc !!
• Simply Log in to paypal.com (or
create your own 'PAYPAL" account if
you want)
• Click on “Send Money” in the upper
menu bar
• In the “To” block, type in
mmmffclub@gmail.com, the amount,
and click the button “Services”
• In the next form where you confirm
payment, in the Lower “Subject” and
“Message” boxes state what the
money is for… annual dues, entry fees
and such.
When pre-entering a contest that needs event
selection or similar, you still need to send in
the pre-registration form to the Contest
Directors

STUMP CLUB DEP’T

See? I can build scale…your editor…

This is the place where club members can
share their most treasured learning
experience
Comments from a WestFAC III attendee:
“Ahhhh yes, the flying site...what a fantastic
sight to behold! Space and plenty of it to be
sure. Beautiful rolling hills and as I was told,
you can see 150 miles of the snow capped
Rocky Mountains from Pikes Peak north...”
“… I would like to add that I have NEVER
traveled further then about 4 hours or so
driving time to a model aircraft meet in my
life time. I felt that it was both the time, place
and the event in which to do so and it was! I
will always remember the setting, the flying
and especially the renewed friendships and
new friends that I made during the course of
the event. Would I go back, in a heartbeat!”
“Great job to all of the WETSFAC III
working committee, sponsors and
volunteers!!!”
Keith Sterner
Easton, PA

Observations, my first “real” FAC contest:
I have never heard of anyone ordering bacon
medium rare. In fact, when did the
waitperson ever ask?
The FAC crowd is like that. The rules and
guidelines are pretty clear. When the rules
call for “rigging” on your WW2 model,
rigging should be on it. When guns are
required, they should be on it too.

From Bob Miller…his favorite template
material is lexan plastic sheet. He procured
some in 1/32” thickness from a local plastics
supplier. Templates are easier to make
because you can just lay the sheet over the
plan and trace. When using it for larger
pieces like hand launch wings, and when you
don’t build that design you can use the large
piece and cut it into smaller pieces for ribs
and the like.
Regal Plastic Supply CO
5261 South Rio Grande Street
Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 794-9823
SS Plastics
4654 S Garden Ln
Englewood, CO 80110-5548
(303) 762-8420

Jerry,

Mark Covington showing his “demonstration
form.”

A word about the trophies awarded in the
32nd 14th FAI Rounder..
Little David Major (age 9) won his first
trophy in the Jr CLG event. He was flying a
stinger 8, which he sanded and assembled
mostly by himself, and was having a terrible
time in the wind. He hung in there and got
some better flights later in the day when it
calmed down a while. The guys in the Glider
pen, Mark Covington especially, spent a lot of
time helping him trim his glider. He hung in
there till the end on Sat. and did not come out
on Sunday.
When he got his trophy the following week,
he was so happy that he carried it around most
of the afternoon, taking it up and down the
street where he lives, showing it to all his
friends. His family and friends were amused
(and proud) that his trophy was bigger than
mine.
When the Boyd Boys saw the trophy, their
eyes lighted up, as they love to win trophy's,
and up to now, they thought you just awarded
sheets of balsa wood or stickers that went on
the wood framed photographs. Raymond
called me and said for the first time his
boys were pushing him for help on some
Stinger 18's they were working on. They will
be out of town on the 24th July but should
make the August 14th contest.
At any rate, I thought you would like to hear a
story on the impact your trophy had on a
group of young men.
Wish you and the rest of the MMM Crew the
best of thermals this week.
Best Regards,
Ray Boyd

Mel Gray is moving to Monument! It’s sure
better than some of the other places he was
planning to go to. The reason I moved to
Colorado was I sat there one day planning all
these wonderful vacations and most of them
included Colorado. Then it occurred to me
that I should just move here and save all that
driving. I live where I vacation! And all I
need is to toss some beer in a cooler, hit the
road and I’m there.
Way to go, Mel…

GLOBAL WARMING DEP’T?
Ok, I hate flying in winds defined as anything
above 10 mph. I don't mind the heat so much
but the combination is something to develop a
strategy for.
At my age I can't really pick-up small moving
objects at distance like I used to. So where I
used to hop on the bike right after launch and
chase the model I now need to stay with the
timer, watch through the binoculars and
develop a line as best I can. Then I get on the
bike with the tracker and count on the tracker
to find the model most of the time especially
when the model goes out of sight over hill and
dale. Sunday, my coupe drifting to the east
covered at least three gullies/hills which
really tests your orientation. Since I have no
real sense of direction that tracker is critical. I
only wish I could use it when riding the bike
but that is pretty dangerous especially on
those hill sides.
So flying a coupe in 10-12 mile an hour winds
can be pretty marginal but I think we just
need to face facts that we are apt to have
weather trends following what we have
experienced for the last 2-3 years. I suspect if
you can set up an Easy-Up then you should be
able to fly in that amount of wind. I don't
enjoy it nearly as much as the mild drift days
but there is no denying that there was a lot of
lift in what we experienced yesterday. Don
lost his E36 while fully DT'd and Todd's DLG
hung in the air for several minutes after
DTing as well. We have to develop windy
weather models and retrieval methods is the
likely position we're in.
As far as flying in the wind and heat I
developed a mild case of heat exhaustion and
had to retreat to the air conditioned car with
several containers of water for about 45
minutes. On the way home I drank a large
container of Gator Aide and felt pretty normal
by the time I got home. I suppose since I was
on my feet for all of the contest until we left
that I got behind the fluid intake curve

although I know better. I thought I was
drinking enough but apparently not. Anyway
for us geezers we need to be careful when the
heat and wind are in combination.
Thanks for those who helped time my flights
as I was staggering around half the time
without realizing that I was in a bit of trouble.
Randy Reynolds
From Murph..
So, here is the plan.
1. Always put up your shade
2. Have a cooler with plenty of cold
drinks available
3. Don't push your self too hard
4. Keep an eye out for others who might
not be doing so well
In Muncie, I used my insulated coffee cup to
keep a ready supply of Gatorade handy.
Simply fill it with ice and Gatorade and keep
it handy. This might be the reason the heat
did not bother me as much as it did to Don.

From Don…
This is good advice Murph.
As for the heat bothering me more than you,
well, it could be that I did not carry around
iced Gatorade in a cup. But might it also be
that I flew 21 events over the five days? Ha
ha
thermix
Don

Editors note
:
EGADS!!!! 21 events? I can hardly
remember even doing that…or being that
old…must be the kid in him

WESTFAC Mk. III
Denver, Colorado June 22-25, 2011
Contest Director: Chuck Etherington
Contest Manager: Don DeLoach
WESTFAC Chairman: Roger Willis
High ranking aces and low-time Lieutenants alike battled it out in the skies over the old bombing
range. A day of scale judging was followed by three days of intense flying. 23 events were flown
including eight mass launch classes. In the end the two highest scoring pilots were MMM Club
Members Don DeLoach (Grand Champion), and Herb Kothe (1st runner up). At the awards dinner
many of the aces were sporting Blue Max Medals awarded to them for achieving 16 confirmed
career victories.
Our own Marc Sisk won the Flying Horde mass launch earning him his very first FAC victory. In
total MMM Club members won 48% of all the events.
See the WestFAC website for complete results: http://www.westernfac.com/index.html
In Don DeLoach’s words: With profound thanks and gratitude to the many volunteers from the
Magnificent Mountain Men Club, SAM 1 and elsewhere. This contest could not have happened
without the hard work put in by men whose names appear below. Read through the list, then read it
again and thank these guys next time you see them.
Scale Judges: Randy Reynolds, Marc Sisk, Phil Thomas, Ed DeLoach, Mike Isermann, Don
DeLoach, Rick Pangell, Jeff Pakiz and Darold Jones.
Scorekeeping: Jim Whelan, Dave Wineland, Ed DeLoach, Rick Pangell, Bob Hodes, Chris
Starleaf, Don DeLoach, Mark Covington, Darold Jones, Duane Hjerlied, Bill Gieskieng and Marc
Sisk.
Mass Launch Directors: Mike Isermann, Randy Reynolds, Chris Starleaf, Darold Jones, Ed
DeLoach, Bob Hodes and Don DeLoach.
I wish to thank the WestFAC Working Committee and Don DeLoach for giving me the opportunity
to direct this contest. The MMM Club and Colorado have now joined California and Texas as part
of the permanent rotation for this contest. Looking forward to hosting again in six years.
Chuck Etherington

Mass launches get everyone’s attention…

Chris Starleaf and his magnificent
B-24…”lessee…did I wind that in the
correct direction?”

A new face, Jace Pivonka…at his
VERY FIRST LIVE FF MODEL
AIRPLANE CONTEST !

Jace Pivonka

32nd Annual Magnificent Mountain Men 14 Round FAI Contest
Marc Sisk & Jerry Murphy
The 32nd Annual Magnificent Mountain Men 14 Round FAI Contest was held this year July 8-10,
2011. Jerry Murphy and Marc Sisk were the co-CDs. There were 39 contestants from at least five
states represented. New to the format this year was the addition of two rounds to the mini FAI
events. Those events were flown in eight rounds (four each day) vice six. We unfortunately had no
flyers participating in F1C.
Friday saw two contestants flying F1E with Peter Brocks doing his usual CD duties. Peter finished
first edging out Dick Wood who placed second. A big thanks to Peter for running this event over
the years at the contest! Several out of towners were on the field Friday testing and preparing for
the weekend. Brian Pacelli, three-time junior team member, made the trek from Connecticut for the
first time to fly F1B. Don DeLoach provided Brian’s transportation to and from the airport and also
provided him a chase bike to use. I think our hospitality left a good impression on Brian as he said
that he wanted to come back. We had quite a few pre-registrants this year which eased the CDs
burden on Saturday morning and was greatly appreciated. The flyer’s meeting was held at 7:15 and
rounds started at 7:30. Flyers were concerned about "death valley" but it proved not to be a
problem as eight maxes were recorded in round one. When the sun set on day one we had five
flyers with perfect scores. It was looking like another "Blue Jacket" contest.
We had a new caterer for this contest now that Tyler and his mom have retired from the food
business. Carrie Bindner provided great dogs and burgers to the delight of the flyers and their
supporters.
Bobby Hanford was flying his usual marathon of gas events and as always, doing quite well. Bobby
brought his lovely girlfriend Linda along and she really enjoyed the Colorado outdoors in between
timing duties. U.S. Army Sergeant Sean McEntee, fresh from a recent deployment to Afghanistan,
was in attendance and flying Catapult and Tip Launched Glider all weekend. Sean’s job in the
Army is flying tactical unmanned aircraft systems over the battlefield. Ray Boyd’s daughter Cathy
was on the field taking many pictures and you can view all of them at:
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/70744231@N00/sets/72157627324066712/).
Her pictures really tell a story and are very much appreciated. Earl Griffith from Wichita, KS
launched a moffett flight later in the afternoon on Sunday. Earl was chasing and tracking the model
but ran out of gas. After hearing this, Chuck Etherington hitched up his trailer and left to retrieve
Earl, the model and the chase bike. They arrived back on the field with just minutes remaining in
the contest. Thanks Chuck! Blake Jensen maxed out in F1G, making him the only Sportsman in
the history of the Contest to maxout in more than one of the FAI events. Tiffany O’Dell, who
finished right behind Blake in F1G, retrieved his scorecard to commemorate this accomplishment.
The Banquet this year was held on Saturday at Anthony’s Pizza and Pasta in Aurora. Some 25 folks
were in attendance and enjoyed the pizza, pasta and the camaraderie during the evening. The price
was reasonable, the food was excellent and the management was very friendly and accommodating
to our needs.
Weather on both Saturday and Sunday morning had the winds gusting for the first two rounds. By
the third round each day, the weather really became nice and very flyable. Thermals were in

abundance. A late thunderstorm gathered over the field each afternoon. Saturday’s storm waited
long enough to conclude flying for the day. Sunday’s storm came just as round 13 was concluding.
The CDs conferred and flying was suspended for about 45 minutes due to lightning and rain. After
the wait, the skies seemed to part for us as the storms went on either side of the field and left a nice
window to fly the last round. The weather was good enough as most, if not all, flyers maxed this
round.
Contestants gathered for the awards ceremony and to share some ice cold watermelon provided by
Pete McQuade. Marc Sisk, MMM President, thanked everyone for attending and making this
contest part of their summer schedule given the current economy and the price of gas. Jerry
Murphy handed out the awards while Marc read the results. The results are posted in this issue of
the MaxOut.
After the awards, a special recognition and presentation ceremony was conducted to recognize those
flyers, who over the 32 year history of the contest, have achieved a perfect score maxing every
round. Six Sportsmen have accomplished this feat. They are Jim Bradley (1988), George Batiuk Jr.
(2001), Pete McQuade ( 2004), Rene Limberger (2008), Eddie VanLandingham (2010), and Blake
Jensen (2010). The accomplishment was recognized by presenting each Sportsman in attendance
with a blue jacket emblazoned with the MMM Logo, Master Sportsman, and their name.
Champaign was presented to F1B Champion Bill Booth (only dropped 19 seconds from a perfect
score), F1A Champion Pete McQuade and the Blue Jacket recipients.
Getting jackets on these fellows, Eddie and George, in the heat at Muncie was a challenge

Marc closed out the contest with a big thanks to the many MMM folks who helped to make this
contest a success. Mark Covington ran the glider pen all weekend. Chuck Etherington worked
during the week leading up to the contest getting the HQ laid out, the porta potty cleaned, and
provided tremendous assistance all weekend. Don DeLoach was the mastermind behind the Blue
Jackets and the planning involved with that effort. Jim Whelan, Bill Leppard, Rick Pangell and his
friend Randy Winterer, who came all the way from Minnesota to observe, manned the scoreboard
all weekend. Thanks also to all who loaned out a chase bike for our guests. How often does that
happen at other venues? All in all, a great contest. I am looking forward to the 33rd Annual. I hope
you are as well.

The FAI 14 Rounder Everybody has fun!

MMM 32nd ANNUAL FAI 14 ROUNDER
RESULTS

GOT THERMALS?
THE MMM CLUB

MAKING HOMEMADE TRANSMITTER TUBES

David Mills (editor of the “Thumb Print” of Metro Atlanta)
Building balsa boxes for my Walston retrieval unit was always a chore, and finding suitable cutouts in commercial packaging, a random process. I always wanted something better and knew I’d
have to build it myself, but a quick and easy means of fabricating a suitable tube always escaped
me. I knew a tube at least 7/16 in. ID was needed for a mold of some sort. As fate would have it, I
had a bit of inspiration over at Wal-Mart the other day.
While taking a shortcut down the school supplies aisle, I spotted the small box of large crayons
for sale. The term “lost wax process” popped into my head and I knew I had the solution. I
borrowed a ruler on sale nearby and checked their diameter—perfect! I bought the crayons, went
home, and set up a workstation with a small sheet of window glass, some ¾ oz. fiberglass cloth, a
new razor blade, a can of spray lacquer, and some generic 20-minute epoxy. It took a couple of
tries, but the method that follows works like a charm. The tubes come out only ½ gram per inch,
plenty light enough, and very strong.

Interested? Let’s get busy then. Remove the paper wrapper off a crayon. Spray some lacquer
onto some fiberglass cloth can to set the weave, and after it dries, cut a swatch about one foot long,
on a 45-degree bias, a little wider than the crayon is long. Mix a small portion of epoxy and stir
well, as always. Set the fiberglass on the glass and coat the crayon with a good smear of epoxy.
Very carefully, start rolling the crayon down the cloth, being very careful to get a good, square start.
The glass makes an ideal surface because its smooth surface doesn’t snag the cloth and gives a very
flat and hard surface to compress the cloth as you roll. As you roll, keep an eye on the cloth for
dryness and voids. Add epoxy as required. After the cloth is all rolled, dab the tube very carefully
with a paper towel to absorb any extra epoxy. Eyeball everything and then set it aside to cure
completely, as in overnight.
Now it’s just a matter of getting rid of the crayon. Make an aluminum foil liner for a small pan
and place it and the pan onto a stove set on VERY LOW heat. Put the crayon onto the pan and it
will begin to melt and run out. Clean up as you go because it’s very messy. Go slowly and keep
everything moving. Don’t start a fire. After the tube is reasonably empty, remove and soak the
tube in some solvent in a screw-top container. Lacquer thinner works OK. Shake the container
every once in a while. A little scrubbing doesn’t hurt, like with an old toothbrush…Q-tips work
well on the inside. When clean enough, set it aside to dry. The tube may soften a little if you soak
it too long, but that’s only temporary

The tube is now finished and ready to put into your model. Cut to the length required for your
transmitter’s new cozy domicile. My large crayons are good for two tubes for my Walston 2-cell
unit. Roughen up the outside with a little 320 grit sandpaper for better glue adhesion. Be advised:
some of the original color of the crayon will stay in the epoxy, so pick a nice color. You’ve a nice
selection, after all.
This process can be used to make other size tubes, too. All you need to do is vary the size of the
crayon or candle. They come in all sizes, so go shopping. There’s nothing new or very creative
about doing it this way, but it only requires items you’ve already on hand or at your neighborhood
hardware store. You can save some time by doing several all at once, assembly line style. Good
luck.
VIA” PMAC”..Steve Riley, Editor
GETTING THE MAX OUT OF YOUR CAT GLIDER LAUNCH HANDLE
By Bob Thoren
Behold my latest invention!! It’s a Catapult Glider launch handle on steroids. It meets the 6-inch
maximum allowed length and is legal for competition. I’ve enclosed 6 inches of the loop inside the
handle so I can increase the stretch to near max using Tan II and easily to max with FAI or
Champion black rubber. Max stretch means more launch altitude. Without this aid I can only get
75% of max stretch and probably less than 50% of max energy since most of the energy is in the
last 25% of the pull.
I made the launch handle out of a piece of flared 3/4 inch schedule 40 PVC pipe.
Three-quarter inch schedule 40 tubing is really a bit over 1 inch OD (1.052) with .125” thick walls.
Home Depot carries it in 10’ lengths with one end flared. For $3, I can cut off the flared end and
either use the rest of the tube for blast tubes or toss it out — it is that cheap. The rubber is anchored
at the bottom by a #6-32 bolt with brass tubing over it to protect the rubber. The loop passes over a
bobbin at the top, which acts like a pulley for smooth elongation of the loop. The bobbin is a
standard rubber model bobbin I bought years ago but never used.
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RockyMountainFreeFlightChampionships
with FAI Dynasty Cup and

FAC Mountain States Scramble Mk. V
America’s Cup and NFFS National Cup “Exempt” Competition
at the 27,000-acre Lowry Range —Arapahoe County, Colorado
Category II Class AAA—AMA license required

Celebrate Free Flight
with our very own
NationalTreasure.

Friday, September 2:

5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Scale judging
located at the Extended Stay Deluxe (meeting
room) 14095 East Evans, Aurora, CO 80014.

Saturday, September 3:

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. official flying
• F1A • F1B • F1C/F1P combined
• Vintage FAI Power (5 flights/no rounds)
• 1/2A Classic Gas
• 1/2A Nostalgia Gas/Early 1/2A combined
• A/B Gas combo
• NFFS Classic Towline
• P-30
• .020 Replica
• E-36
• FAC WWI Combat (10 a.m.)
• FAC Greve/Thompson Race (12 p.m.)
• FAC Grumman Combat (2 p.m.)
• FAC Dime Scale/Pseudo Dime Combo

Sunday, September 4:

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. official flying
• Dawn ‘Wocks
• F1H • F1G • F1J
• C/D Gas combo
• CD Classic Gas
• HLG
• Nostalgia Wake/Rubber combo
• BC Nostalgia Gas combined
• SAM Small OT Rubber
• SAM OT HLG
• FAC Low Wing Trainer M.L. (10 a.m.)
• FAC WWII Combat (12 p.m.)
• FAC Golden Age Civil/Military Scale
• FAC Jimmie Allen

Join us in recognizing Bill Gieskieng
(and all he’s done for free flight in his 80 trips
around the sun) at this year’s RMFFC’s.
Bill and Annie • Winfield, Kansas • 1965

Monday, September 5:
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. official flying
• Dawn Gas
• F1Q (5 flights/no rounds)
• 1/2A Gas
• AB Classic Gas
• 1/4A Nostalgia Gas
• A Nostalgia Gas
• Mulvihill
• Catapult Glider
• SAM O.T. Catapult Glider
• SAM Large O.T. Rubber
• MMM Slow Open Power
• SAM O.T. Gas Combined

The following events may be flown any/
all of the three flying days:
FAC Peanut Scale, FAC Power Scale,
FAC Rubber Scale, FAC Jumbo/Giant Scale,
Junior P-30, Junior 1/2A, Junior HLG, and
Junior CLG.

Magnificent Mountain Men

“a Free Flight Modeling Heritage in the Rocky Mountain West”

www.themmmclub.com
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Canyou say‘‘RoadTrip?!’’
Contest Directors:

Don DeLoach, 719-964-7117, ddeloach@comcast.net
Chuck Etherington, 720-201-6218 , chuck.etherington@jeppesen.com
www.themmmclub.com for more information

Accommodations:
Extended Stay Deluxe, Illiff at I-225. $50/2-bed suite (“MMM” rate). 303-337-7000. 25 min. from field; 15 from banquet.
Motel 6, Illiff at I-225. Approximately $50. 303-873-0286. 25 min. from field; 15 min. from banquet.
Super 8, Parker, CO. Approximately $85. E-470 at U.S. 83/ Parker Rd.: 720-851-2644. 20 min. from field; 5 min. from banquet.
Motel 6, Arapahoe Rd. at I-25. 303-790-8220. (20 min. from field, 5 min; from banquet.
Directions to the Field:
The MMM flying site is located ESE of downtown Denver, seven miles east of E-470 on Quincy Road (one mile east of “T”
intersection at Watkins Rd.). Look for the entry gate on the south side. Call or e-mail for gate lock combo and lock the gate
behind you at all times.
Scoring, etcetera:
• Awards through third place in all events.
• All events will follow current AMA, NFFS, FAC, FAI, and SAM rules as applicable.
• MMM SLOP: 20K ground RPM limit up to .10, .10 and over limited to18K. Category II Nostalgia engine runs and maxes.
• All HLG and CLG events flown from a launch pen. SAM HLG and CLG--same flyoff rules as AMA CLG/HLG.
• Dynasty Cup FAI: All rounds 60 minutes, 8:30 AM start each day. 7 rounds of F1ABCP; 5 rounds of F1GHJ. America’s Cup Sanctioned.
• In combined events you may fly any/all events within the groupings for National Cup points and/or to better an existing score for RMC
•
•
•
•
•

•

award purposes. For example, in C/D Gas Combo, you may fly separate flight strings with both C and D models. Only your best score of
the two will count for RFFMC awards purposes; both scores count for National Cup points.
Dawn ‘Wocks: 7:30-7:40 a.m. launch window. Must wind in the 10-minute window, no max, timed to the ground. Eligible models:
Gollywock, Vargowock, Jabberwock, Dynamoe. All SAM rules apply.
Dawn Gas: 7:30-7:40 a.m. launch window. All gas models fly together including FAI, Nos, AMA, SLOP. One attempt allowed for one flight
with no max. 12-second engine run.
Dave’s Gas Attack! $100 cash to the longest string of maxes in any regular RMFFC gas event including AMA, Nos, SAM, FAI, MMM SLOP.
Must follow rulebook engine runs/maxes including flyoffs. Free entry!
The following RMFFC perpetual trophies will be awarded: F1A, F1B, Gollywock, Mulvihill, Rubber Scale, Collins Glider Hi-Point, Gibbons
Rubber Hi-Point, McGhee Gas Hi-Point, and the 1961 RMFFC Grand Champion Trophy.
RMFFC Grand Champion scoring: Choose up to 5 events: 1 rubber, 1 gas, 1 glider, 2 of choice. 5-3-1 points for 1st -2nd -3rd places
respectively; bonus points based on number of competitors in each event per the NFFS scoring matrix. See NFFS 2007-2008 rulebook,
page 12:
http://www.freeflight.org/Competition/NFFS%20Competition%20Rules%202007-2008,%20Release%201.pdf. Tiebreaker: total points
accrued in flyers’ other events apart from the five chosen events.
Glider Champion, Rubber Champion, Power Champion scoring: 5-3-1 points for 1st-2nd-3rd, per the NFFS scoring matrix. All glider/
rubber/power events count including scale (excluding mass launches). No maximum number of events to be counted. Tiebreaker: total
number of maxes achieved.

Detach (or make a clear photocopy), Fill Out, and Mail to:
Don DeLoach, 831 E. Willamette, Colorado Springs, CO 80903
At-Field Payment: Open: $20 first event, $10 each event thereafter, $45 maximum fee. Juniors/Seniors: $5 flies unlimited
events. Make checks payable to “MMM Club.” Make your Contest Directors happy . . . PLEASE PRE-ENTER!

Pre-Entry Incentive: Unlimited Events is only $35 if postmarked by 9/1/11
NAME________________________________________________ ADDRESS_____________________________________________________________
CITY / STATE / ZIP_____________________________________________________________________________AMA#________________ Jr

SaturdayNightBanquet!

Sr

Op

Cash bar 6:30 p.m. Dinner served at 7:30 p.m.
Number attending at $22 each __________. TOTAL ENCLOSED $__________________

Circle events you wish to enter (from list below): Star or highlight your five Grand Champion events
(1 glider, 1 power, 1 rubber, plus two of your choice). You must choose your five Grand Champ events prior to flying.
Saturday Events
• F1A • F1B • F1C/F1P combined
• Vintage FAI Power (5 flights/no rounds)
• 1/2A Classic Gas
• 1/2A Nostalgia Gas/Early 1/2A combined
• A/B Gas combo
• NFFS Classic Towline
• P-30
• .020 Replica
• E-36
• FAC WWI Combat (10 a.m.)
• FAC Greve/Thompson Race (12 p.m.)
• FAC Grumman Combat (2 p.m.)
• FAC Dime Scale/Pseudo Dime Combo

Sunday Events
• Dawn ‘Wocks
• F1H • F1G • F1J
• C/D Gas combo
• CD Classic Gas
• HLG
• Nostalgia Wake/Rubber combo
• BC Nostalgia Gas combined
• SAM Small OT Rubber
• SAM OT HLG
• FAC Low Wing Trainer M.L. (10 a.m.)
• FAC WWII Combat (12 p.m.)
• FAC Golden Age Civil/Military Scale
• FAC Jimmie Allen

Monday Events
• Dawn Gas
• F1Q (5 flights/no rounds)
• 1/2A Gas
• AB Classic Gas
• 1/4A Nostalgia Gas
• A Nostalgia Gas
• Mulvihill
• Catapult Glider
• SAM O.T. Catapult Glider
• SAM Large O.T. Rubber
• MMM Slow Open Power
• SAM O.T. Gas Combined

The following events may be flown any/all of the three flying days: FAC Peanut Scale, FAC Power Scale, FAC Rubber
Scale, FAC Jumbo/Giant Scale, Junior P-30, Junior 1/2A, Junior HLG, and Junior CLG.

Magnificent Mountain Men

“a Free Flight Modeling Heritage in the Rocky Mountain West”

www.themmmclub.com

FREE FLIGHT WITH AN ALTITUDE!
UPCOMING EVENTS
DATE

FEATURE EVENT

SAM1 Memorial
Aug Scramble

Note MMM too!
MMM “Scramble” Format

3-5 Sep

The BIG ONE !!

September Scramble

MMM “Scramble” Format

IF THIS BOX IS CHECKED, THIS IS YOUR
LAST ISSUE UNTIL YOU PAY YOUR DUES!

13-14-Aug
14-Aug
Rocky Mountain Champs
Dynasty Cup
Rocky Mtn. FAC
25 Sept.

EVENT
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